Abstract. Resilient Packet Ring (RPR, IEEE 802.17) is designed with a protection mechanism aiming at restoring traffic on the ring within 50 ms in case of a link or station failure. In this article, we evaluate RPR protectinn with respect to service disruption, packet reordering and packet loss. Different error scenarios are simulated, with both steering and wrapping protection. Unfortunately, the 50 ms restoration time guarantee can not always be met if in order delivery of packets is required, since RPR uses a quite long (default 40 ms) topology stabilisation period to avoid packet rrordering. We suggest a novel protection mechanism, that does not have to wait for the new topology to be stable, and that gives sub 50 ms rrstoration for all traffic. We also show that for in order delivery of packets, our new mechanisms discards a very low number of packets compared to the mechanism of the RPR standard.
I. INTRODUCTION
Resilient Packet Ring [2] , [3] is a new standard for packet based, ring topology, metropolitan and wide area networks. Traffic in an RPR network may be sent shortest path along one of the two counter-rotating unidirectional ringlets, that both carry data and control packets. Among the important features of RPR is support for three packet priorities, and a fairness mechanism that secures each station a fair share of the available bandwidth. RPR is a buffer insertion ring, and can be implemented with a single or a dual transit buffer design. In a single buffer design, all packets flow through the same transit buffer. In a dual buffer design, the highest priority packets use one buffer, while the two lower priorities use the other.
RPR is designed with a protection mechanism aiming at restoring traffic within 50 ms in case of a link or station failure. Every station on the ring is reachable through either of the ringlets, which allows one ringlet to serve as a secondary path for traffic on the other. Each station maintains a topology image, with information on the hop count to the other stations on both ringlets. The operations of the RPR protection mechanisms are transparent to higher layer protocols like IP, except for the performance degradation that will be experienced following a failure.
By default, packets sent over an RPR ring are guaranteed to arrive at the egress station in sending order. To achieve this, RPR uses a 40 ms, configurable from 10 to 100 ms, topology stabilisation timer in the event of a failure. During the topology stabilisation period, all strict order packets are discarded on the ring. In the RPR standard, this timer is not included in the 50 ms restoration guarantee. But the timer adds to the restoration time as experienced by the receiver, and will in many situations prevent real sub 50 ms restoration for strict order packets.
In this paper, we investigate the characteristics of the RPR protection mechanisms. The performance is discussed with respect to service disruption time, packet reordering and packet loss. Finally, we present improvements to the RPR standard that gives a significant reduction in packet loss, and real sub 50 ms restoration time also in the case of traffic demanding in order delivery.
Simulations are used to illustrate the performance implications of RPR protection and our suggested solution. The simulations have been performed using a simulator developed at Simula Research Laboratory in Oslo, Norway. The simulator is built on top of the J-sim [9] framework.
A. Barkgmund and related work
SONETISDH is usually configured as two counter rotating rings. Such rings are often referred to as Self Healing Rings (SHR) [71. SONETISDH offers protection at the optical layer, called Automatic Protection Switching (APS). APS is based on reservation of protection bandwidth, and offers sub-50 ms protection [I]. APS can operate in two modes, known as Unidirectional Path Switched Ring (UPSR) and Bidirectional Line Switched Ring (BLSR). UPSR uses one ring for traffic and one ring as backup in the normal case. With BLSR, traffic is spread on both rings in the normal case, but no more than half of the bandwidth is used for restorable traffic on each ring. Half of the capacity on each ring is used as backup for the other ring.
Fast protection mechanisms in current link level technologies are almost non-existing. Ethemet relies on the spanning tree protocol to calculate new switching paths in case of a switch failure. This is a very time consuming process, giving restoration times of several seconds.
MPLS offers protection at the link and path levels [SI. Spare LSP's are established at setup time, to protect either a whole LSP or a single link or station. With the proposed MPLS fast reroute extensions, local detours around a point of failure can be performed in tens of milliseconds [4] . The drawback of this strategy, is the large number of LSPs that must be maintained to protect an end-to-end path.
RPR offers link level protection. The literature treating the RPR protection mechanisms is sparse. Reference [6] points out some special scenarios that limit the throughput in an RPR network after a failure.
PROTECTION IN RPR
A station or link failure can be discovered in two different ways in RPR. Many physical layer technologies can issue an alarm (eg. SONET alarm) to the higher layers if connectivity is broken. Alternatively, an RPR station declares a link broken if it fails to receive a keep-alive packet from the neighbour in a specified time interval, which defaults to 3 ms.
RPR uses a hold off timer to prevent RPR protection mechanisms from declaring a link broken based on glitches in the received traffic. For example, such glitches can occur due to protection switching of RPR traffic by underlying physical layer protection mechanisms. RPR is currently defined over SONETBDH and EthemeflacketPHY physical layers. The hold off timer can be up to 200 ms, the default value is zero.
All RPR stations maintain a topology image, that includes information about the hop count to the other stations on both ringlets. When a failure occurs, the stations that discover the error broadcasts a topology update on the ring, informing the other stations that the ring is broken. The reception of such a message causes each station to update its topology image. Traffic is moved over to the other ringlet as necessary.
RPR offers two different resilience mechanisms, called wrapping and sieering. Figure 1 shows an RPR ring in a normal, a wrapped and a steered condition respectively.
RPR stations may support wrapping, in order to reduce packet loss in a failure situation. If used, it must be supported by all station on the ring. Wrapping works in much the same way as SONET/SDH Automatic Protection Switching. Traffic reaching a point of failure is wrapped over to the opposite ringlet, as shown in figure 1. Wrapping is used in RPR to prevent loss of the traffic in transit on the ring when a failure occurs. Note that wrapped packets will arrive on the ringlet they were first transmitted on.
Steering is the default protection mechanism in RPR, and must be supported by all stations. Steering relies on the source station to transfer traffic to the ringlet where the destination is still reachable, as shown in figure 1. This gives a more optimal utilisation than wrapping of the bandwidth resources after a failure situation.
Wrapping is normally used as the first step in a two-step wrapping t steering protection strategy. This way, the number of packets lost is minimised, while the network utilisation is maximised when the steering kicks in.
A wrap + steer protection strategy might introduce reordering of packets on the ring. By default, RPR packets me marked strict order, meaning that they are guaranteed to arrive in the same order as they were sent. Since wrapping can introduce packet reordering, strict order packets are never wrapped. Instead, the standard prescribes that they should be dropped from the ring until the updated topology has been unchanged for one topology stabilisation period, and the new topology has been verified. The purpose of this period, which defaults to 40 ms, is to make sure that no packets that were sent in an old context, will arrive at a destination in a different topology context. When the topology stabilisation timer expires, a checksum on the topology image is calculated, and sent to the neighbouring stations. The topology image in a station is declared stable when the calculated checksum equals that received from the two neighbouring stations. In the period before the new topology is declared stable, all strict order packets are discarded at ingress and egress of all transit stations, and no new strict order packets are accepted on the ring. The topology stabilisation timer must be large enough to allow every station to completely empty its transit buffer. Because of the topology stabilisation period, we show in the sequel that RPR can not usually fulfil a 50 ms restoration guarantee for strict order traffic.
Wrapping is only performed on wrap eligible packets. Only non strict order packets can be marked as wrap eligible. A non strict mode packet that is not wrap eligible, is discarded when reaching a wrap point, but it can be steered without waiting for the topology to become stable. This way, we effectively have three different ways of handling traffic in a failure situation: strict order or not, and, if not, whether it is wrap eligible or not.
ANALYSIS O F THE RPR PROTECTION MECHANISM
The main goal of the RPR protection mechanism is to minimise the consequences for the traffic in case of a network failure. Specifically, RPR should guarantee sub-50 ms protection time. In this section, we will discuss to what extent the RPR protection mechanisms achieve this. Three important metrics in a failure situation are discussed, I ) the experienced disruption in the traffic at the receiving station, 2) the number of packets reordered, and 3) the number of packets lost.
A. Trajjic disruption
When a failure occurs in an RPR network, the receiver will typically experience a period with no arriving traffic, before the protection mechanism restores the traffic on the secondary ringlet. With this in mind, we define the disruption time as experienced by the receiver, TO, as the time between the arrival of the last packet that was not affected by the failure, and the first packet that was wrapped or steered by the protection mechanism. Figure 2 shows a typical arrival sequence during a failure situation. TD depends on the size of the ring, traffic load, traffic priority, and the locations of the sender, receiver, and the point of failure. Topology updates are sent with the highest priority, while data packets can be sent with any of the three packet priorities. With steering and non strict order traffic, TD is made up of (i) the time it takes for the adjacent stations to discover the failure, (ii) the processing time it takes for these stations to update their edge state and produce a topology update message, (iii) the propagation time, including buffering in the high priority transit buffers along the ring, of the topology update messages from the point of failure to the traffic source, (iv) the processing time to perform the topology update in the source station, and (v) the data packet propagation delay, including buffering in high or low priority buffers along the ring, from the traffic source to the destination along the new ringlet. Note that traffic in transit that has already passed the point of failure, will still reach the destination, and thus contribute to a shorter experienced disruption. The processing needed in (ii) and (iv) is not complex, and can be performed in order of a few microseconds in modem switches. Hence, the disruption time is dominated by points (i), (iii) and (v). The buffering delay for high priority packets in each transit station, is bounded by the time it takes to transmit one MTU. At the high bandwidths of an RPR network, this time is no considerable factor. Hence, a good estimate of the experienced disruption at the destination can be given by summing the error discovery time in (i), the propagation delays from (iii) and (v), and subtracting the time when traffic in transit is still arriving at the original ringlet. Formally, we can estimate the disruption time TO as shown in equation 1,
In equation I , d, denotes the propagation delay of a link between two stations, including the buffering delay in the transit queue. SB is the set of links between the traffic source and the point where the ring is broken. BD is the set of links between the break point and the destination. SD,,, is the set of links between the traffic source and destination along the secondary ringlet. Note that the two last parts of equation 1 include buffering delays for the data packets in the transit buffers, and may thereforevary with the traffic load. Figure 3 shows a generic RPR ring with a source S, a destination D, and a break point B. Equation 1 above shows the situation for non strict order packets using steering. With a wrapping only scheme, the disruption time will normally be longer, since the wrapped traffic must travel the whole circumference of the secondary ringlet.
Simulated values for TO for non strict order traffic is plotted in figure 4 . The discovery time is set to 3 ms, and the simulations are made for a ring with 64 stations. For all simulations in this work, the link propagation delay is 0.2 ms, corresponding to a link length of 40 km. Station 0 is the traffic source, sending low priority traffic to station 31. The time plotted is the time between the receipt of the last packet on the primary ringlet and the first packet on the secondary ringlet. The quotient obtained by dividing the propagation delay over the BD links by the propagation delay over the SD,,, links, denoted BDISD,,,, is increased along the x axis. Turning first to a lightly loaded ring, the experienced disruption is close to the value derived from equation 1 with zero buffering delay in the transit stations. With steering, To decreases as BDISD,,, increases, since the source quickly becomes aware of the failure, and traffic that has already passed the point of failure keeps arriving on the primary ringlet for some time after the failure. For wrapping, TD is independent of BDISD,,,, since the wrapped packets always travel the whole circumference of the ring. For a heavily loaded ring, TD varies more. Note that when BDISD,., is close to 1, TD might formally become negative when steering is used, since packets keep arriving on the primary ringlet even after traffic stans arriving on the secondary ringlet (large last term in equation I). Since a negative disruption time intuitively seems meaningless, these values are plotted as zero in fig 4. With Mapping only, the transit buffer delays cause TO to increase further, and even exceed 50 ms in our 64 station scenario.
B. Packet reordering
As explained above, we may get packet reordering on a heavy loaded ring when a break occurs close to the source (few links in SB), and the distance along the secondary ringlet is not much longer than along the primary ringlet
The simulation results in figure 5 show the received traffic on the primary and secondary ringlets in a failure scenario. In our 64 station scenario, station 0 sends a continuous stream of 500 bytes low priority packets to station 31. All other stations send traffic to random receivers. The background traffic is modelled to have self-similar characteristics, using superimposed Pareto-distributed ON/OFF traffic sources as outlined in [SI. A link on the primary path is broken at time 0.15. Figure 5 shows how traffic i s shifted over to the secondary ringlet. The eight plots in figure 5 show the arrival rate from station 0 in station 31. Results are shown for both steering, wrapping, wrap + steer, and strict order steer, and for a heavily and a lightly loaded ring. With steering, failure occurs at the link between stations 0 and I , while with wrapping, the point of failure is between stations 29 and 30. The failure points are chosen this way to highlight the differences between the schemes. A failure close to the source shows that reordering can occur with steering, while a failure close to the destination gives reordering when wrap + steer is used. Figure 5a) shows that on a lightly loaded ring using steering, all the traffic that is sent on the primary ringlet arrives at station 31 before traffic starts arriving at the secondary ringlet. Thus, we get no reordering in this situation, since the primary path is shorter than the secondary path. Figure 5b) shows that when the load on the ring is increased, frames that were delayed in the transit buffers along the primary ringlet, keep arriving even after traffic starts arriving on the secondary ringlet.
In plots c) and d), only wrapping is used. In this scenario, there will be no reordering of frames, regardless of the load in the network. Remember that all wrapped packets are received from the primary ringlet. Wrapping not succeeded by steering results in poor bandwidth utilisation after a failure. This is the reason for the low packet arrival rate after time 0.30 in plot 5d). Figure 5e ) and 0, show that when wrapping then steering is used for protection, reordering of frames will occur regardless of the load on the ring. The reordering happens when the traffic source updates its topology image, and starts sending traffic directly on the secondary ringlet. This traffic might then arrive at the destination before the wrapped traffic, which has to traverse the whole circumference of the ring. In a heavily loaded ring, the period with packet reordering will be longer, but the number of reordered frames will not increase. Finally, figure 5g ) and h) shows the situation for strict order traffic. No reordering occurs, but the restoration time is increased by at least one topology stabilisation timer interval (40 ms).
Note for all plots, that with low traffic load, the jitter increases after the failure, because the failure gives an increased load on parts of the network. With heavy load, the experienced throughput is decreased, since the capacity is already fully used.
C. Packer loss
Another important metric is packet loss. The experienced packet loss is dependent on which protection method is used, and the relative placement of the source, break and destination. Packets that are in transit between the source and the point of failure, and packets that are sent by the source after the failure occurs, but before the topology update has reached the sender, will be lost if wrapping is not used. Let t , denote the link + buffering delay from the source to the point of failure, t b denote the link + high priority buffering delay from the point of failure hack to the source, and consider a failure that occurs at time T. Then frames sent in the interval (T -t,, T + t b ) will be lost. Figure 6 shows how the number of frames lost increases with SB in a 64 station ring when steering is used. Again, station 0 sends a continuous stream of low priority 500 byte packets to station 31.
If wrapping is used, the frames in transit will be wrapped back on the opposite ringlet, and are not lost. With wrapping, only frames in the failing station or at the failing link, and frames reaching a point of failure before the failure has been discovered (default 3 ms), are lost. As seen in figure 6 , the packet loss is independent of the point of failure. required. The hokontal line shows 50 ms wonh of packet production.
The experienced packet loss is sipificanlly higher if srrict order is
Strict order traffic experience significantly more packet loss, due to the 40 ms topology stabilisation period following a failure, as seen in figure 6 . Stations with an unstable topology image, discard all strict order packets until the topology image is declared stable.
Note that after recovery from the failure, the stations on the ring will experience lower throughput due to the reduced bandwidth, but no additional packets are lost on the ring.
The simulated results highlight the need for a better mechanism that can secure strict ordering without using the topology stabilisation timer that gives a longer disruption time and increased packet loss.
Iv. IMPROVING THE RESTORATION TIME FOR STRICT ORDER PACKETS
The protection mechanism of RPR relies on discarding all strict order packets already on the ring, and disallowing new packets onto the ring, during the topology stabilisation period. This period might be unnecessarily long, and will in most cases prevent RPR from fulfilling a 50 ms restoration time for strict order traffic. More efficient methods to avoid reordering of packets should therefore be sought.
One such alternative method, described in an appendix to the RPR draft standard 131, is to send a ping-like message to the stations adjacent to the failure on both ringlets. This method is termed "flush" in the discussion below, since the ping is used to ensure that data packets have been flushed from the ringlet. If the ping is sent with a packet priority equal to or lower than the data traffic sent from this source, we have a guarantee that no old data frames are in transit on the ring span when the ping retums. This method will in many situations reduce the time before traffic can be resumed on the ring. But still, all the traffic in transit on the ring at the time of the failure, will be lost.
A. Proposed improved solution
In this section, we outline our proposed solution for maintaining strict order of packets in case of a failure on the ring, while improving the experienced disruption time. Non strict order traffic is not affected by our method.
The basic idea in our approach, is to make the receiver responsible for dropping strict order packets that arrive out of order. Assume that the primary ringlet is broken between the sender and the receiver. With our solution, the receiver still accepts packets from the primary ringlet, even after the discovery of a topology change, as long as no strict order traffic is received on the secondary ringlet. This way, traffic that is in transit between the break and the receiver, will not necessarily be lost. Once the first strict order packet anives on the secondary ringlet, all subsequent traffic on the primary ringlet is discarded. With this solution, also strict order packets may be wrap eligible.
Once a station receives a topology update indicating a broken ring, the topology database is updated so that it knows which stations are reachable on each ringlet. We continue to use the topology stabilisation period, and the checksum to verify a new stable topology. With our mechanism, the sender may continue to send strict order packets in this period, and no packets are discarded by intermediate stations. The point of failure is varied along the x axis. The failure discovery time is set to zero in this simulation, so that only packets lost while the mechanisms are working are counted. The graphs show that our proposed mechanism significantly decreases the number of lost frames with strict ordering. With the normal RPR strict order mechanism, the packet loss count is boosted by the 40 ms topology stabilisation timer. The mac client flushing strategy roughly halves the number of lost frames. This strategy performs better the further from the source the failure occurs, since this reduces the distance the ping packets must travel along the longest ringlet. Our proposed method further decreases the number of lost frames.
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The loss count is dominated by the packets in transit between the source and the point of failure. Hence, the performance is best when the failure occurs close to the source station. In this scenario, our proposed solution reduces packet loss with at least 80 % compared to the RPR standard with a 40 ms topology stabilisation timer.
V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper we have given an analysis of the protection mechanisms in the upcoming RF' R standard. The different protection schemes have been discussed with respect to disruption time, packet reordering, and packet loss. We have discussed the different factors influencing the experienced disruption in connection with a failure on the ring.
Furthermore, we have identified the topology stabilisation as the main obstacle that prevents sub 50 ms restoration for strict ordered traffic. We have proposed a simple mechanism that transfers the responsibility for strict ordering to the receiver station, and showed that this method gives significantly better performance than the current mechanism.
When the ring is broken, the available bandwidth decreases significantly. As future work, we would like to investigate the impact of this bandwidth decrease on the RPR fairness mechanism.
